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Abstract In order to calculate the wide-band frequency charac- 
teristics of the H-plane circular bend of rectangular waveguide with 
an arbitrary bend curvature including sharp bend and any bend 
angle, a systematic method based on planar circuit theory is pro- 
posed; equivalent multi-transmission line model are formulated and 
successfully applied to the practical structure, as well as E-plane 
circular bend case. [7] . 
1. Introduction 

H-plane circular bend of the rectangular waveguide shown in Fig. 
1, is an important waveguide component. However, so far obtained 
analytical method and its numerical results [l-51 are limited to the 
gradual bend case only. Therefore, analytical method and numeri- 
cal data which can cover wide bend parameters (=bend curvature C 
and bend angle a which are explained in Fig. 1) including sharp 
bend are strongly needed not only for academic interest but also for 
the integration of microwave circuit. 

This paper treats the above problem based on the equivalent 
multi-transmission line network representation [6] ,  which is de- 
rived from H-plane planar circuit equations [XI. Practically, how to 
calculate the network parameters is explained in general, based on 
planar circuit theory and then actual network parameters are calcu- 
lated as a function of normalized frequency with bend curvature 
parameter C. Finally, based on these parameters, the frequency 
characteristics for right angle H-plane circular bend case is calcu- 
lated for wide range of bend curvature as an example. 

2. Equivalent multi-transmission line network representation 
H- plane curved rectangular waveguide (d x W) can be considered 

to be a H-plane planar circuit as a whole, where field components 
and planar voltage/current are related by (B),(C),(D) in Table 1 [SI. 

Hence, the frequency characteristics of the curved rectangular 
waveguide shown in Fig. 1 can be given by solving planar circuit 
equations (E,G) in Table 1 direotly under the short c:rc&ted bound- 

ary condition (F) and TEIO dominant mode excitation condition. 
Here, instead, the frequency characteristics are calculated based 

on the equivalent multi-transmission line network representation 
given in Fig. 2. This equivalent network representation is derived 
by the modal analysis of the planar circuit, appling the separation 
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R-W12 C= - 
R+W/2 

b 
a C=- :bend curvature parameter 

(R: average radius of the curved waveguide)  

Fig.1 H-plane a' circular bend of rectangular 
wave-guide and coordinate system 
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Table1 H-plane planar circuit equations and 
the relation between field components and planar 

voltagekurrent with boundary condition. 
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of variable technique to the planar circuit structure (Table 2 [6]) .  
In the straight rectangular waveguide section (A, in Table 2), 

where 1-s-z coordinate system is defined, p-th mode voltage and 
current are given by (Bl), where p-th width mode fF(s) is also 
defind ; modal voltage and modal current along e,  \(e) and I p ( l ) ,  
are retated by the transmission line equations (Cl) with p-th mode 
characteristic impedance ZipE and propagation constant p,". 

In the curved rectangular waveguide section (A2 in Table 2), 
where r-6-z coordinate system is defined, p-th mode voltage and 
current are given by (Bz) ,where n-th radial mode function R:(r) is 
defined by (A) in Table 3 ; the modal voltage and modal current 
alonge, YE(@) and InE(@), are related by the transmission-line-like 
equations(C2) with n-th mode characteristic impedance Z,"n and cir- 
cular (azimuthal) propagation constant vnE . The coupling between 
p-th mode in straight waveguide and n-th mode in the circular bend 
is defined by ideal transformer ratio and given by eq.( 1) 

(1) n:,; = wjo l w E (  fp (s '))RnE(r)ds(') (i =#I, #2) 

Hence, the whole equivalent network becomes that in Fig.2. Also 
2-port (inputloutput) mode impedance matrix is given by eq.(2) 

I I I 

o =O e =a 
Fig.2 Coordinate system and 

equivalent multi-transmission line network 

Z,", coth jvna Z,", csch jvna 
= 2 "=I r: n!)) ' (ZL csch j vna  Z: coth jvna) ' (': n i l )  (2) 

#2 

Table 2 Equivalent transmission line model for straight 
waveguide section and circular bend section 

Table 3 Radial normal mode function 
for H-plane circular bend section. 

Straight waveguide (!,s,z) 

waveguide straight section 

Separation of variable with 
p-th mode width function fmE(s) 

rransmission line equations along 1 

P dVE = -jX,"I,", x," = - XE 
d! W 

dIE - CP.3' jB,"v,", B," =- XE 

p," = 

Circular bend (r, 6, z) 

waveguide circular bend section 

-I,.,- I C=b/a n 
Separation of variable withRnE(r) 
n-th radial mode function 

I R f ( r )  : see Table 3 (n = 1,2, ...) 

1 Transmission line equations along 6 

c1 
v," : circular propagation constant 

c. 

R," : n-th radial normal mode 

Df = k, 

B.C. R," = O  ( r = a , b )  

Analytical solution for j,E(=k,)=O 

Numerical solution for p," #O by 
non-uniform transmission line 

v(r) = R:(r) , i (r)  = j r + -  dRf 

F=- - dr = -jb(r) v(r) 

x = l / r  , b = k,' r - v2 / r 

B.C. U(T)  = 0 ( r  = a,b) 

dr 

dr jx(r)i(r) 
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3. Calculation of radial normal mode function 
The key step in this analysis is the calculation of radial normal 

mode function RnE(r) and circular propagation constant v," defined 
by (A) in Table 3 as function of operating frequency (or PI = ko) and 
bend curvature parameter C. How to calculate them is explained in 
the following. When mode voltage and mode current along r are 
defined in such away as (C) in Table 3, the second order differential 
equation (A) in Table 3 can be transformed to a nonuniform trans- 
mission line equations given by (C) in Table 3. 

In order to calculate R," and vnE numerically for a given p,= or 
frequency, this non-uniform transmission line between b and a is 
approximated by cascade connection of infinitesimally small uni- 
form transmission line section as shown in Fig. 3. In our present 
case, waveguide width W (=a-b) is equally divided into N sections ; 
position dependent original reactance x and susceptance b given by 
(C) in Table3 are approximated to be the corresponding constant 
value at the center position of each section, respectively. Then, the 
corresponding eigenvalue problem is solved by the following way. 

Assuming v, F-matrix of each uniform section & can be easily 

calculated. Therefore, Total F-matrix between port b and port a is 
given by their cascade product and can be expressed by eq. (3) 

(3) 

Numerical search of vnE, which makes B,= 0, gives v," and then 
R:(r). Thus calculated circular propagation constants vnE vs nor- 
malized frequency for wide range of curvature parameter C are 
shown in Figs.4 and 5, where the normalized frequency is defined 
as F=2W/h (h =free space wavelength) . Also radial normal mode 
functions of lower order are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Through these 
calculation N is taken as 200 or above this value. Analytical solu- 
tion for F=O.O (pI=O) is exactly given by (B) in Table 3, which is 
practically outside desired frequency band but is used for demon- 
strating the validity of the present numerical analysis. 

4. Frequency characteristics of right angle circular bend 
Once the RnE(r,C, F )  are obtained, the ideal transformer ratio nnp 

defined by eq.(l) are easily calculated; some calculated results are 
shown in Figs.4 and 5 for p=l. By these calculation, the required 
network parameters of the equivalent multi-transmission line in 
Fig. 2 are prepared. Therefore, using these network parameters, 
frequency characteristics of circular bend can be calculated for any 
bend angle and bend curvature. As an example, frequency charac- 
teristic of the VSWR for the right-angle circular bend case are cal- 
culated and shown in Fig. 6 with curvature C as a parameter. 

5. Conclusion 
Analytical method which can calculates input/output perfor- 

mance of H-plane circular bend structure is explained based on the 
equivalent multi-transmission line network representation and ap- 
plied to the practical structure. Wide band frequency characteristics 
for right angle circular bend case are calculated as an example for 

f 

Fig3 Non-uniform transmission line model 
and its step-like approximation 
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Fig.4 Example of numerical computation for GO.01 
based on F-matrix; circular propagation con- 
stant, the corresponding radial mode function at 
F=O.O and F=1.5 and the ideal transform ratio n., 
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Fig.5 Circular propagation constant vn(F,C), radial mode function of lower mode Vn=Rn(r,C,F=1.5) and ideal 
transformer ratio between n-th radial mode and TE,, mode (n=nni), where curvature parameter C are 
taken as 0.1,0.3,0.5 and 0.7 and normalized frequency F is defined by 2Wlh. (h=free space wavelength) 
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